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Introduction
Garland:
1. A wreath or festoon of flowers, leaves, or other material, worn for
ornament or as an honour or hung on something as a decoration.
2. A collection of short literary pieces, as poems and ballads;
literary miscellany.

Barron Brady have sung throughout the UK playing at
clubs, theatres, marquees, village-halls, churches, frontrooms, festivals, farms, arts centres and every other
permutation of venue that human ingenuity could imagine.
Over the years we have committed our musical creativity to
tape, producing 3 albums of music. The style and intention
has evolved from the dreamy indulgence of our first CD
‘Somewhen’ through to the more rooted earthiness of
‘England Needs Her Hedgerows’, to the mature folk and
narrative songs on our last CD, ‘Jenny’s Mermaid’.
The book you hold in your hands contains a Garland of
some of what we feel to be the best songs we have written;
the most realised statements. Taken together they form an
account of who we are musically, creatively and perhaps
even philosophically.
The songs range from fantastic tales such as The
Buckland Witch and Tom Faggus, to more nuanced stories
of loss such as Jenny’s Mermaid and Digging to Australia,
to descriptive songs of past and contemporary country life:
Language of the Soil and Strange Harvest, through to songs
of warning and hope for the future: Hedgerows and The Law
of Return.
The differing themes in these songs are in part reflected
in the various methods we employed for writing them. While
some of them are completely our own invention (e.g.:
Jenny’s Mermaid) others were inspired by an initial source
narrative: Buckland Witch, for example, was expanded from
a short paragraph in a collection of Dartmoor folk stories
gathered by William Crossing. Still others were researched
from books and written to conduct a clear message
(Hedgerows).
Together we have chosen a few of our favourites for this
book. There are a host of others that have led to working
associations with Devon Wildlife Trust, community plays,
literature festivals and to the 500 or so gigs we have played
during the last decade.
We hope you enjoy this collection, this Garland. We feel
the words stand up on the page without the need for
melody and harmony to uphold them, in fact the lyrical
ideas seem to grow in isolation, taking on fuller depth as
they breathe for themselves. And, instead of a musical
accompaniment, we have pictorial representations.

On Songwriting
I love what Gary Snyder has to say about singing and
travelling: ‘even working wanderers have always known they
had a home-base on earth and can prove it by singing their
own song.’ I would remind myself of this as Simon and I
hurled around the country.
I began to write my songs because it bonds me to the
place I belong. I call it ‘digging and dreaming for stories of
the land’. It contributes to a community and brings a
wholesome sense of place and happiness.
I had been living at Dartington in South Devon for
several years when we bought a young apple tree and
planted it in our front garden. When it bore its first fruit I
wanted to know the name of our tree and was told the best
people to ask were an elderly couple who had lived in the
village since the 1920’s. I stood on the doorstep of Sheila
and Edward Guy’s house with an apple, was invited into
their kitchen, and into the story of their long lives at
Dartington.
Eddie was born in the village in 1923 and met Sheila, an
evacuee during World War II, at one of the locally famed
wartime dances held in Dartington Hall. Slowly Eddie and
Sheila rooted out and recalled the folk history of Eddie’s
ancestors - who had worked the famous local cider farm at
Barkingdon for hundreds of years and I began to see the
possibility of a good song or two. They passed on to us the
names of the Devon apples in the orchard behind their
house, the last great orchard at Dartington; Butterbox,
Totnes Apple, Tailsweet, Tom Putts, Slap-me-Girdle. What a
pleasure it was to sit in their kitchen overlooking the
orchard and listen to them recount their stories.
Come October vast loads of apples from the bountiful
farm orchards in the Lowland Dart valley were rumbled into
tractors, driven to Barkingdon, then unloaded into the great
cider press at Hillcroft farm. During the Great War
Eddie’s great aunts Ida, Maud, Gwen and Renie manned
the fort, shook the apples down
in Barkingdon’s six
orchards, drove the tractors, operated the great press and
kept the cider and apple juice flowing. And so Lowland
Dart and several other songs, including Appletown were
penned.
We recorded Eddie and Sheila’s interviews,
transcribed and put as many as possible of their own words
into the song lyrics; only when lyrics were completed would
we write a fitting melody. And I had ample opportunities to
re-visit Sheila’s kitchen to check on various drafts! Thank
you to Eddie and Sheila for their reminiscences and warm
welcome.

Shortly after I moved to Dartington in May 2009 I
remember driving on the road from Buckfastleigh into the
village. Just over Staverton Bridge was a large board by the
verge side that read:
‘HOOD FARM: AUCTION: SPLIT LOTS: LAND: FARM BUILDINGS’

Years later Sheila and Eddie introduced us to the man
who had farmed at Hood Ball all his working life.
Jack Connabeer, president of Devon Rural Skills Trust,
farmer, highly regarded countryman, hedge-layer, dry-stone
waller and upholder of the Devon dialect was also a great
story-teller but above all he loved to be out on the land.
From the 1950’s onwards Jack raised a large flock of sheep
and grew mixed crops on the farm. He married Heather
and they had six children.
By the time we met them, Jack and Heather had moved
to a bungalow in South Brent and over several interviews
we talked about his farming life in great detail. Jack loved
words too and I eventually wrote two songs with a good deal
of his input: ‘Strange Harvest’ tells the story of the last year
on Hood Farm which was forced to close due to changing
global market forces and their effect on the economy of the
small farm. ‘Language of the Soil’ is the celebration of his
life: Jack recounted a myriad stories intertwined with Hood
farm, village life, the orchards, the Dart river, the birds and
animals; some were poignant, others apocryphal and told
with a great dose of gentle humour. Finally with sadness
he came to recall the last farming year on his land and our
song Strange Harvest slowly came to be written.
He talked for a long time in his soft, droll accent that
once extended all down these western valleys, the Dart, the
Teign and the Exe, out beyond Ashburton and Dartmoor to
the north and Salcombe and Sidmouth to the south as far
as the sea. The language is naturally humorous, playful,
pungent. Jack called it ‘the language of the soil’ because as
he said it came from the breath, the rhythm and roll of folk
working hard on the land, bantering and enjoying the
company, enduring the infamously long agricultural days.
As with the interviews with Sheila and Eddie I attended
closely to the spoken word awaiting those moments when
Jack’s emotional memories were set in full flight - for it was
at these exact moments when he would unselfconsciously
talk of his deep feeling for the land. I reviewed my song
drafts with Jack at subsequent meetings, we would see if I
had hit the mark, make improvements and ensure I had
used correct words and phrasing.
Jack Connabeer passed away in 2009. He is widely and
affectionately remembered in South Devon.

Meanwhile Si was busy composing songs too. Drawn to
strongly narrative subjects ranging from Devon legend to
contemporary rural reportage he invites the listener to
accompany him through strange landscapes whose
denizens include coffee drinking mermaids, corn mowing
devils, flying highwaymen and disappearing hedgerows. Si
and I would co-write much of our material asking each
other for help with lyrics and melodies and our house was
often awash with scraps of paper covered in scrawled lines.
Whether from the hedgerow flowers, the ploughman’s
toil, the small-holder’s vision, the orchard’s weight of
fruit, we have tried to draw our thread and stitch together
honest, poignant songs in which we may see a world on the
brink of change, and a map for a brighter future.
Ros Brady

Teign Village 2015

The Buckland Witch
In Buckland by the Beacon Hill in a house of straw and clay
There dwelt a wiley witch who could change her shape
It was out in the meadows when she ran there
In but the twinkling of the eye she was a sprightly hare
When times were lean and winter harsh
And her charms had come to naught
She’d pull a fast one on the harriers in their sport
Up from the town the hunt would ride out
She sent her grandson to meet them from the hide out
Over the hills and away under the five bar gate
Run Granny run run away
Now the grandson was smart full well he knew his part
Up to the harriers he strode so sharp
He said "It's only a shilling for the tidings
I declare I know where the hare is hiding"
And every time the boy was true and led the field to where
Up from the form there would spring a sprightly hare
And then the sport was on in earnest
They chased their quarry from the beacon to the forest
Many times he showed them thus and it was many times they paid
But strangely this hare it always got away
And where the hare had gone to ground there
A lady walking in the woods was to be found there (hmm...)
But then anon the hunters vowed that they would be satisfied
They swore an oath that they would not be denied
And so they met up with the boy again
And he led them to the clover field just the same
Well up jumped the hare like an arrow from the bow
And every man after it was bellowing 'Halloos'
It was down to the Dart through Ausewell
Past the steep of Lovers’ Leap without a pause
Well the hounds were gaining ground
And the hare was getting tired
Her fear was great there was nowhere to hide
The grandson he couldn’t bear it
He shouted “Run, Granny, run”... .and everyone heard it
Well the first of the hounds he got his jaw around
The leg of the hare and he brought the quarry down
But all of a sudden she wrenches free again
She turns in at the gate of the cottage then
But on come the hunts men bursting through the door
They saw the blood-trail over the floor
And by the hearthstone stood an old crone
Her ruined leg was bloody red and bitten to the bone

Earthen Key
Where will we go when we’ve left our shore and home?
How will we adapt stretch the skin to match the bone?
Set an ugly precedent accommodate insane
Put the earth in a body bag and throw her life away
We leave through the door of the earth and the sea
Life from farm and fisherman of plough and earthen key
Sea opener all her jewels are there
As if we owned them all what do I care
Locked up in her glaciers she guards her realm of gold
Element of life and thirst quencher old
She cooks our food and feeds us
And makes the green to shine
Can't make steel from lakes of milk or paper from old wine
We change the course of rivers blood
To steal the course of gold
Strip the forests from the soil all for our hungry soul
You who once needed her now you’re not so sure
Put her in a body bag and throw her skin and all
Where will we go when we’ve left our shore and home
How will we adapt stretch the skin to match the bone
Set an ugly precedent accommodate insane
Put the earth in a body bag and throw her life away
More precious than my own dear life is what she gave to me
Promise of regeneration and infinity
Twig mist alders rust and green
The tangle of an oaken head - belonging here
‘Decked with dew, dappled with dew
Are the groins of the braes that the brook treads through
Wiry heath packs, flitches of fern
And the beadbonny ash that sits over the burn’
Where will we go when we’ve left our shore and home
How will we adapt stretch the skin to match the bone
Set an ugly precedent accommodate insane
Put the earth in a body bag and throw her life away

England needs her hedgerows
England green and pleasant
With her patchwork diamond fields
A rare and complex system and a gift of ancient yield
The framework of the countryside the glory of the past
England needs her hedgerows
The low beech hedge of Exmoor
And the oak ‘shaw’ of the Weald
The ash and hawthorn Midlands
Always planted on the open field
In Devon and in Cornwall on tall banks of grass
England needs her hedgerows
A haven for the songbirds the fieldfare the whitethroat
The long-nosed pigmy shrew the lizard and the slow worm
The hedgehog and the Dormouse will not the hedge outlast
England needs her hedgerows but they’re disappearing fast
Part of the rural symphony the border wreath of green
Holly blown and honeysuckle nightshade and whitebeam
The Autumn flame of dogwood red wildflowers for the bee
England needs her hedgerows
The days have worked their changes and the old ways yield
And big machines for working them are wanted in the field
The bulldozer and the mattock are heard from east to west
Stripping down the hedgerows
That a thousand years have blessed
An England like a Prairie is a thought to haunt the mind
Where the chorus of the countryside has faded in the night
And the green patchwork corridors have all gone at last
England needs her hedgerows
But they’re disappearing fast

Jenny’s Mermaid
Up on the coast down from the town
Close to the end of the day
Jenny and Grandma are watching the waves
That break on the beach of the bay
And these are the nights says grandma
That mermaids come to the shore
They take off their tails and walk for a while they
Long for land once more
Jenny was tired from the long day
She was five and three quarters no more
Her birthday prayer was to see these fair
Mermaids swim to the shore
And after the lights were turned out
Moonbeams shone on the floor
She thought she was hearing them sing from the sea we
Long for land once more
She wakes in the small hours out of her dream
Goes to the window and what does she see
There on the beach in the brine and the weed
A woman curled up asleep
Grandma it’s true cries Jenny
As she runs to her bedroom door
A mermaid has come from the sea tonight
Longing for land once more
Down on the beach in the moonlight
The mermaid looked so pale
Battered and bruised and the breaking waves
Had taken her silvery tail
And now they were back at the house somehow
They could see it was jeans that she wore
Jenny spoke to her first and said did you
Long for land once more
They made up the mermaid a hot drink
Wrapped round her shoulders a towel
Jenny still asking her what is your name
But Grandma says not now
The mermaid stares at the table and says
You can call me a coward for sure
For when I was swallowing salt water I was
Longing for land once more
The sun comes up on another day
Like a man coming back from the dead
Granny and Mermaid still talking
Jenny asleep in her bed
Sleeping the sleep of a princess
Dimly aware of a storm
Dreaming of those who cast adrift and
Long for land once more

Language of the soil
I took on the farm here when I was thirty
I learnt a lot from my old Dad
He was a farmer he knew the old ways
Of course we don’t work like that now
After the rain it sheeting came
We’d turn the sheaves to dry in the sun
Thorns in the crop and in your fingers
Flittered to scaddicks, now that was a job
When I took on Hoodball Farm
I learnt the lay of the land
The depth of soil the level of ground
What was best for sheep or corn
And these words I say to you here
Have grown out of the Devon soil
Out of the breath of the working people
The rhythm that rolls with the toil
A cold winter evening a fall of snow
I went up on high ground to check the sheep
The ground was covered with six inches of white
They’re in no trouble there’s fodder to eat
I looked to the west and the moon was in the southeast
Saw it was like a rainbow
A snow-moon-bow on the moon- lit woods
The wind had dropped and all was still
There’s a new kind of family
Living in the valley now
There’s no money in sheep or corn
We’re in the eye of the storm
And these words I say to you here
Have grown out of the Devon soil
Out of the breath of the working people
The rhythm that rolls with the toil

The Law of Return
Nature preserves the land deepens the soil
Prospero’s unloosing the stars
Undoing the law could we keep this place
And be kept by it?
He unlocked the stony acres with a key
Carved by the seasons of patience joy and grief
We weeded the rootfield before the wide blue scene
Down down down down to the truth that lies between
Corncockles bistort blue chicory bitter chamomile
Above our heads the red kites reel
Over the oatleys ten thousand western marbled butterflies
Fractured in the element of life
The smell of sea wormwood I close my eyes
Nature preserves the land deepens the soil
There is a mind of such artistry
That will feed us and the soil 'til a strength not ours returns
Sometimes I’ve had enough of this world he said then I
close my eyes I can hear it
Sun burning up a scorched slope
To the wind-blown ash copse
The light at rest on tree or stone
Where I may work
And rightly spell of every star that heaven does tell
My own long come down from the air
The smell of sea wormwood I close my eyes
Nature preserves the land deepens the soil
Prospero keeps spinning the stars
Undoing the laws we could keep this place
But be kept by it?
Immutable laws exquisite calculations
Narrow windows through which life evolves
The hinges on a bees wing a field of wild
And he stood up and shook the soil from his hands
Get back to the root in this song impatiently he said
What I’ve been searching for all my life my friend
For a law that chose the living world as its text to us, read:
We’re at the tipping point
Late August the wind grew cold
My back hurt the weeds still rising from the field

The Lowland Dart
Ancient orchards in this valley
Apple blossoms on the trees there yearly
Going right back to the Norman days
All the oldest maps show where they lay
Trailers from Dartington
To the press at Barkingdon
Scent of Tailsweet on the air
The rough dry cider it is made here
Oh the Lowland Dart it gives good cheer
The Pondsford apple grows up here
Tom Putts and Butterbox slake the thirst of the harvest lads
Great Grandpa Hill he feels the chill
And he blows on his fingers in the yard
He opens up the oak doors then
The autumn apple carts roll in
Uncle Jaebes leaves at dawn barrels on the cart are borne
As the blackbird warms her throat
They’re stowed in Plymouth for the boat
With sweating hands you shovel hard
Loading up the hoppers down in the yard
We laid our apples out on the straw
In the way it was done before the war
Layer up the hessian mats
Each aligned then press them flat
Turn the gear round and about
All the golden juice comes flowing out...
The Women worked with their men in France
And all day they drove the apple carts
Bringing hard earned money in
Their arms up held the good tradition
Ida Maud Gwen and Renie
Shake and beat the apple trees
These our treasures round red gold
Defend us from the dragon’s hold.
In olden times there was Hillcroft Farm
With Devon Crimsons in the barn
They sold to Whiteways in the town
When Hillcroft House came tumbling down
Staverton an apple-town its orchards held in high renown
Barkingdon Manor kept six
In Kingston Barton seven were picked
Grandpa Hills buys Shinners Orchard
For Gwen his dark haired daughter
With skill his cuttings fit old roots
An old tree dies but it matters not
Totnes by the Newton Apple Great Britains Slap me Girdle
Butterbox are tiny gold
For Gwen’s new child to hold

Discography
All songs written by Barron Brady unless otherwise indicated

Somewhen 2003
Laid to Rest
Tell Me Tonne
Love is a Revolution
How Do You Do
Skyline
American Star
Dirty War
Sleep into the Sight
Your Love has Gone
Rolling Hand
Honey Bee
Fly By

Si Barron is a folk singer, songwriter, self-taught musician,
artist and illustrator. His debut solo album (February 2015)
was met with critical acclaim. He has a deep relationship
with English traditional music and a gift for turning timehonoured melodies into foot stomping anthems on guitar,
dulcimer or pedal organ. He lives with Ros on Dartmoor.

England Needs Her Hedgerows 2007
Lowland Dart
The Buckland Witch
Appletown
Strange Harvest
Fisherman
Birds in the Spring
Crabfish
Old Water Mill
Land Thief
The White Hare
England Needs Her Hedgerows
Earthen Key
Longshanks

Trad Arr. BB
Trad Arr. BB
Trad Arr. BB
Trad Arr. BB

Jenny’s Mermaid 2009
Foggy Dew
The Breeches
Jenny's Mermaid
When I was Young
Greenwoods of Triucha
Tom Faggus: Highwayman
The Language of the Soil
Thomas of Teignmouth
Banks of Sweet Primroses
Digging to Australia

Trad Arr. BB
Trad Arr. BB
Trad Arr. BB
Trad Arr. BB

Trad Arr. BB

Si Barron - Sweet Billy Caution 2014
Seventeen Come Sunday
The Sailor Cut Down
Our Capt. Calls
Down Where the Drunkards Roll
R. Thompson
Little John Barleycorn
The Pressgang
Spotty Dick
Prison Song
Come My Lads
Franklin
Leave Her Johnny

BarronBrady are a contemporary folk duo comprising Ros
Brady and Simon Barron. They have been writing and
touring as BarronBrady for ten years and have released
three albums.

Trad. Arr. SB
Trad. Arr. SB
Trad. Arr. SB
Trad. Arr. SB
Trad. Arr. SB
Trad. Arr. SB
E. MacColl
Trad. Arr. SB
Trad. Arr. SB
Trad. Arr. SB

Ros Brady is a musician and author. In her songwriting
she has developed a technique similar to that of the work of
Ewan McColl. McColl and Peggy Seeger composed lyrics
with the fishermen of the North East in the 70’s for their
BBC Radio Ballads series. Her most recent work has lead
her to write songs through interviews with some of the
visionaries of our time including Jonathon Porrit, Director
of Forum for the Future and Patrick Holden, Director of
the Sustainable Food Trust.
Ros’ previous publications include her essay ‘Into the
Woods’ published by Green Books in the writer’s anthology
‘Landscape into Literature’ (2007) in which she describes
her relationship with the natural world. Ros’ first book of
poetry and prose, ‘Next To Me, A Robin’ (2013), is illustrated
with pen and ink drawings by Simon and was inspired by
the landscape and biodiversity of Dartington Hall Estate,
Devon.

